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1. Integrating Symbolic Processing and Neural Networks
The apparent dichotomy betweensymbolic AI processingand distributed neural processingcannot be absolute, since neural networks that capture essentialfeatures of human
intelligence will also model some of the symbolic processesof which humans are capable.
Indeed, a primary goal of biological neural network researchis to design systems that can
self-organizeintelligent symbolic processingcapabilities. Such a system is summarized in
this chapter.
Most if not all of the purported dichotomiesbetweentraditional artificial intelligence and
neural network researchdissolve within these systems. Although these systems are neural
networks, they are also a type of self-organizingproduction system capable of hypothesis
testing and memory search. They embody both continuous and discrete, parallel and serial, and distributed and localized properties. Their symbols are compressed,often digital
representations, yet they are formed and stabilized through a process of resonant binding
that is distributed acrossthe system. They are used to explain and predict data on both
the psychological and the neurobiological levels, yet their unique combinations of computational properties are also rapidly finding their way into technology. They are capable of
autonomouslydiscoveringrules about the environmentsto which they adapt, yet theserules
are emergent properties of network dynamics rather than formal algorithmic statements.
On the other hand, these emergentrules can be rewritten as algorithmic if-then rules by a
human observeror properly programmedcomputer.
This synthesishas becomepossiblebecausesuch systems embody genuinely new computational principles. These are not the principles of modular construction that have been
so popular in artificial intelligence. Rather they are principles of uncertainty, complementarity, symmetry, and resonance-the types of principles that are familiar in theoretical
physics. We believe that theseprinciples, which embody a new type of computation, reflect
the brain's ability to adapt to the physical processesof the external world. We summarize
this conclusion by calling them principles of natural intelligence, and anticipate that the
study of artificial and natural intelligencewill developin a more cooperative manner in the
coming years.
2. Properties of a Self-Organizing Neural Production System
A system architecture has gradually been developedover the past three decadesthat
embodiesthese new computational principles in rigorously defined networks. The books by
Carpenter and Grossberg(1991, 1992), Commons,Grossberg,and Staddon (1991), Grossberg (1982, 1987a, 1987b, 1988), and Grossbergand Kuperstein (1986, 1989) survey some
of these developments.The presentchapter restricts itself to only one type ot model within
this system. This family of models is capable of supervisedlearning, categorization, and
prediction within a nonstationary environmentof arbitrarily large size. Theseneural models
are generically called ARTMAP (Carpenter and Grossberg,1991, 1992; Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds, and Rosen, 1992; Carpenter, Grossberg,and Reynolds, 1991).
ARTMAPs can learn arbitrary analo~ or binary mappings between learned categories of
one feature space(e.g., visual features) to learned categoriesof another feature space (e.g.,
auditory features). They exhibit a set of rigorously demonstratedcomputational properties
that have enabledthem to perform significantly better in benchmarkstudies than alternative
machine learning, genetic algorithm, or neural network models. We believe that this is so
becausethe heuristics and mechanismsof the Adaptive ResonanceTheory components that
go into ARTMAPs werederived from a study of cognitive and neural data (Grossberg,1987a,
1987b, 1988). In particular, ARTMAPs possessproperties that an autonomous knowledge
systemneedsto possess,but that do not yet seemto have beendescribedin artificial intelligencealgorithms. Theseproperties enable an ARTMAP to autonomouslylearn, categorize,
and make predictions about:
(A) Rare Events: A successfulautonomous agent must be able to learn about rare

events that have important consequences,
evenif theserare eventsare similar to a surrounding cloud of frequent eventsthat have different consequences.Fast learning is neededto pick
up a rare event on the fly. For example, a rare medical casemay be the harbinger of a new
epidemic. A slightly different chemical assaymay predict the biological activity of a new
drug. Many traditional learning schemesuse a form of slow learning that tends to average
over similar event occurrences.
(B) Large Nonstationary Data Bases: Rare events typically occur in a nonstationary environment whose event statistics may changerapidly and unexpectedly through time.
Individual events may also occur with variable probabilities and durations, and arbitrarily
large numbersof eventsmay needto be processed.Each of thesefactors tends to destabilize
the learning processwithin traditional algorithms. New learning in suchalgorithms tends to
unselectivelywash awaythe memory traces of old, but still useful, knowledge. Using such an
algorithm, for example,learning a newface could erasethe memory of a parent's face. More
generally,learning a new type of expertisecould erasethe memory of previous expert knowledge. ARTMAP contains a self-stabilizing memory that permits accumulating knowledge
to be stored reliably in responseto arbitrarily many events in a nonstationary environment
under incremental learning conditions, until the algorithm's full memory capacity, which can
be chosenarbitrarily large, is exhausted.
(C) Morphologically Variable Types of Events: In many environments, some
information, including rule-like inferences,is coarselydefined whereas other information is
precisely characterized. Otherwise expressed,the morphological variability of the data may
change through time. For example, it may just be necessaryto recognize that an object
is an animal, or you may need to confirm that it is your own pet. Under autonomous
learning conditions, no teacher is typically available to instruct a system about how coarse
its generalization, or compression,of particular types of data should be. Multiple scalesof
generalization, from fine to coarse,needto be available on an as-neededbasis. ARTMAP is
able to automatically adjust its scaleof generalizationto match the morphological variability
of the data. It embodies a Minimax Learning Rule that conjointly minimizes predictive
error and maximizes generalization using only information that is locally available under
incremental learning conditions in a nonstationary environment. This property has been
used to suggest,for example, how the inferotemporal cortex can learn to recognizeboth fine
and coarseinformation about the world (Carpenter and Grossberg,1993), as demonstrated
by neurophysiological experiments of Desimone (1992), Miller, Li, and Desimone (1991),
Harries and Perrett (1991), Mishkin (1982), and Spitzer, Desimone, and Moran (1988),
among others.
(D) Many-to-One and One-to-Many Relationships: Many-to-one learning takes
two forms: categorization and naming. For example, during categorization of printed letter
fonts, many similar exemplarsof the sameprinted letter may establish a single recognition
category, or compressedrepresentation(Figure 1). Different printed letter fonts or written
exemplars of the letter may establishadditional categories. Each of these categoriescarries
out a many-to-one map of exemplarinto category. During naming, all of the categoriesthat
representthe same letter may be associativelymapped into the letter name, or prediction.
This is a second,distinct, type of many-to-one map due to cultural, not visual, reasons.
Figure 1
One-to-many learning is used to build up expert knowledge about an object or event.
A single visual image of a particular animal may, for example, lead to learning that predicts: animal, dog, beagle, and my dog "Rover" (Figure 2). A computerized record of a
patient's medical check-upmay lead to a seriesof predictions about the patient's health. In
many learning algorithms, the attempt to learn more than one prediction about an event
leads to unselective forgetting of previously learned predictions, for the same reason that
these algorithms becomeunstable in responseto nonstationary data. In particular, errorbased learning systems, including the popular back propagation algorithm (Parker, 1982;
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Figure 2
ARTMAP systems exhibit the properties (A )-(D) because they implement a qualitatively
different set of heuristics than error-based learning systems:

(E) Pay Attention: An ARTMAP can learn top-down expectations (also called prototypes, primes, or queries)that can bias the systemto ignore massesof irrelevant distributed
data. These queries "test the hypothesis" that is embodied by a recognition category, or
symbol, as they suppressfeatures not in the prototypical attentional focus. Thus ARTMAP
embodiesproperties of intentionality. A large mismatch betweena bottom-up input vector
and a top-down expectation candrive an adaptive memory searchthat carries out hypothesis
testing for a better category,as describedbelow.
(F) Hypothesis Testing and Match-Learning:
The system actively searchesfor
recognition categories,or hypotheses,whose top-down expectations provide an acceptable
match to bottom-up data. The top-down expectationlearns a prototype that focusesattention upon that cluster of input features that it deemsto be relevant. If no available category,
or hypothesis, provides a good enoughmatch, then selectionand learning of a new category
and top-down expectation is automatically initiated. When the searchdiscoversa category
that provides an acceptablematch, the system locks into an attentive resonancethrough
which the distributed input and its symbolic categoryare bound together. During this resonantly bound state, the input exemplarrefinesthe adaptive weights of the category based
on any new information in the attentional focus. Thus the Fuzzy ARTMAP system carries
out match-learning, rather than mismatch-learning,becausea category modifies its previous learning only if its top-down expectation matchesthe input vector well enough to risk
changing its defining characteristics. Otherwise, hypothesis testing selects a new category
on which to baselearning of a novel event.
(G) Choose Globally Best Symbolic Answer: In many learning algorithms, as
learning proceeds,local minima or less than optimal solutions are selectedto symbolically
representthe data. In ARTMAP, at any stage of learning, an input exemplar first selects
the category whose top-down expectation provides the globally best match. This top-down
expectation hereby acts as a prototype for the class of all the input exemplars that its
category represents. After learning self-stabilizes,every input directly selectsthe globally
best matching category without any search. This category symbolically representsall the
inputs that share the same prototype. Before learning self-stabilizes,familiar events gain
direct accessto the globally best category without any search,even if they are interspersed
with unfamiliar events that drive hypothesistesting for better matching categories. A lesion
in the orienting subsystemthat mediatesthe hypothesistesting, or memory search,process
leads to a memory disorder that strikingly resemblesclinical properties of medial temporal
amnesiain humans and monkeysafter lesionsof the hippocampal formation (Carpenter and
Grossberg,1993). Theseand related data properties provide support for the hypothesis that
the hippocampal formation carries out an orienting subsystemfunction as one of its several
functional roles.
(H) Learn Prototypes and Exemplars: The learned prototype representsthe cluster of input features that the categorydeemsto be relevant based upon its past experience.
The prototype representsthe features to which the category "pays attention". In cognitive
psychology, an input pattern is called an exemplar. A fundamental issue in cognitive psychology concerns whether the brain learns prototypes or exempla;s. Some argue t?at the
brain learns prototypes, or abstract.types of knowledge,suchas beIng ab~eto reco~ru~e.
that
a particular object is a face or an anImal. Others haveargued that the braIn learns IndIvIdual
exemplars, or concretetypes of knowledge,suchas being able to recognizea particular fa~e
or a particular animal. Recently it has been increasinglyrealized that some sort of hybrId
3

system is needed that can learn both types of knowledge(Smith, 1990). Fuzzy ARTMAP
is such a hybrid system. It uses the Minimax Learning Rule to control how abstract or
concrete -how fuzzy -a category can becomein order to conjointly minimize predictive
generalization and maximize predictive generalization. The next section indicates how this
is accomplished.
(I) Calibrate Confidence: A confidencemeasure,called vigilance, calibrates how well
an exemplar matchesthe prototype that it selects. Otherwise expressed,vigilance measures
how well the chosenhypothesismatchesthe data. If vigilance is low, even poorly matching
exemplars can then be incorporated into one category,so compressionand generalization by
that categoryare high. The symbol hereis more abstract. If vigilance is high, then evengood
matches may be rejected, and hypothesistesting may be initiated to selecta new category.
In this case, few exemplarsactivate the same category, so compressionand generalization
are low. In the limit of very high vigilance, prototype learning reducesto exemplar learning,
so abstraction is minimal.
The Minimax Learning Rule is realized by adjusting the vigilance parameter in response
to a predictive error. Vigilance is increasedjust enough to initiate hypothesis testing to
discover a better category, or hypothesis, with which to match the data. In this way, a
minimum amount of generalizationis sacrificedto correct the error. This processis called
match tracking becausevigilance tracks the degreeof match betweenexemplar and prototype
in responseto a predictive error.
(J) Rule Extraction by Adaptive Production Systems: This crucial property is
directly relevant to recent controversiesabout putative differencesbetween artificial intelligence and neural networks. At any stage of learning, a user can translate the state of
an ARTMAP system into an algorithmic set of rules. These rules evolve as the system is
exposed to new inputs. Suppose,for example, that n categoriesare associated with the
mth prediction of the network.. Backtrack from prediction m along the associativepathways
whoseadaptive weights have learned to connectthe n categoriesto this prediction (Figure
1). Each of these categoriescodes a "reason" for making the mth prediction. The prototype of each category embodiesthe set of features, or constraints, whose binding together
constitutes that category's "reason". The if-then rule takes the form: IF the features of
any of these n categoriesare found bound together, within the fuzzy constraints that would
lead to selection of that category, THEN the mth prediction holds. Keeping in mind that
ARTMAPs carry out hypothesis testing and memory searchto discoverthese rules, we can
see that ARTMAPs are a type of self-organizing production system (Laird, Newell, and
Rosenbloom, 1987) that evolves adaptively from individual input-output experiences,as in
case-based reasoning.
The if-then rules of Fuzzy ARTMAP can be read off from the learned adaptive weights
of the system at any stage of the learning process. This property is particularly important
in applications such as medical diagnosis from a large database of patient records, where
doctors may want to study the rules by which the system reachesits diagnostic decisions.
Some of these rules may already be familiar to the doctors. Others may represent novel
constraint combinations which the doctors might want to evaluate for their possiblemedical
significance. This property also shedsnew light on how humans can believe that their brains
somehowrealize rule-like behavior although they are not algorithmically structured in a
traditional sense. The Minimax Learning Rule determines how abstract these rules will
becomein responseto any prescribedenvironment.
Table 1 summarizessomemedical and other benchmark studies that compare the performance of Fuzzy ARTMAP with alternative recognition and prediction models. Three of
these benchmarks are summarized in Sections9 and 11. These and other benchmarks are
described elsewherein greater detail (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Iizuka, 1992; Carpenter,
Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds, and Rosen, 1992; Carpenter, Grossberg, and Reynolds,
1991)~
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Table 1
(K) Properties Scale: One of the most seriousdeficienciesof many traditional artificial intelligence algorithms is that their desirableproperties tend to break down as small toy
problems are generalizedto large-scaleproblems. In contrast, all of the desirableproperties
of ARTMAPs scale to arbitrarily large problems. It must be emphasized,however, that
ARTMAPs solve a particular type of problem. They are not intended to solve all problems of learning or intelligence. The categorizationand inferenceproblems that ARTMAP
does handle well are, however, core problems in many intelligent systems, and have been
technology bottlenecks for many alternative approaches.
(L) Working Memory and Subgoal Planning: The ARTMAP architecture per
se processesonly spatial input patterns. Thus it cannot be used for temporal prediction or
planning problemsunlesstemporal input sequences
are first transformed into spatial patterns
by a preprocessingstage. Such a preprocessingstage takes the form of a working memory.
A family of neural network working memorieshas beendesignedso that any grouping of its
stored eventscan be stably learned by the systemevenif new inputs reor&anizethe working
memory in real time (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg,1992a, 1992b). These working
memories,called SustainedTemporal Order REcurrent networks, or STORE models, provide
a processingsubstrate from which temporally evolving rules may be learned. STORE models
gain biological support from their ability to explain a variety of cognitive data, such as free
recall order and error data (Grossberg,1978a),order and error data during rapid attention
shifts (Grossbergand Stone, 1986ajReevesand Sperling, 1986), reaction time data during
production of planned sequencesof speechor motor acts (Boardman and Bullock, 1991)and
the fan effect tGrossberg,1978b).
An architecture that combines ART and STORE modules is generically called an
ARTS TORE system. We suggest that many inference and production system problems
can be handled by specializedARTSTORE systems.So far, various problems in speechperception (Cohen and Grossberg,1986), sensory-motorplanning (Grossbergand Kuperstein,
1989), and 3-D visual object recognition (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1992a)have
beenanalysedusing this modelling approach. ARTSTORE modelsprovide a way for a future
error to selectthose past subsequences
of actions that can correct the error.
A summary is now given of Adaptive ResonanceTheory, or ART, networks for unsupervised learning and categorization. Then a connection betweencertain binary ART systems
and fuzzy logic is noted. Fuzzy ART networks for unsupervisedlearning and categorization
are then described. Fuzzy ART modules are next combinedinto a Fuzzy ARTMAP system
that is capable of supervisedlearning, recognition, and prediction. Along the way, benchmark comparisonsof ARTMAP and Fuzzy ARTMAP with machinelearing, neural network,
and genetic algorithms are summarized.
3. Unsupervised Self-Organizing Feature Map and ART Systems
Adaptive ResonanceTheory, or ART, was introduced as a theory of human cognitive
information processing (Grossberg, 1976, 1980). The theory has since led to an evolving
series of real-time neural network models for unsupervisedcategory learning and pattern
recognition. These models are capable of learning stable recognition categoriesin response
to arbitrary input sequenceswith either fast or slow learning. Model families include ART 1
(Carpenter and Grossberg,1987a),which can stably learn to categorizebinary input patterns
presentedin an arbitrary order; ART 2 (Carpenterand Grossberg,1987b), which can stably
learn to categorizeeither analog or binary input patterns presentedin an arbitrary order; and
ART 3 (Carpenter and Grossberg,1990), which can carry out parallel search, or hypothesis
testing, of distributed recognition codes in a multi-level network hierarchy. Variations of
these models adapted to the demands of individual applications have been developed by a
number of authors.
5

Figure 3
Figure 3 illustrates oneexamplefrom the family of ART 1 models,and Figure 4 illustrates
a typical ART searchcycle. Level FI in Figure 3 contains a network of nodes, eachof which
representsa particular combination of sensoryfeatures. Level F2 contains a network of nodes
that represent recognition codes which are selectively activated by patterns of activation
acrossFl. The activities of nodes in FI and F2 are also called short term memory (STM)
traces. STM is the type of memory that can be rapidly reset without leaving an enduring
trace. For example, it is easyto reset the STM of a list of numbers that a person has just
heard once by distracting the person with an unexpectedevent. STM is distinct from LTM,
or long term memory, which is the type of memory that we usually ascribe to learning. For
example, we do not forget our parents' names when we are distracted by an unexpected
event.
As shown in Figure 4a, an input vector I registersitself as a pattern X of activity across
level Fl. The FI output vector S is then transmitted through the multiple converging and
diverging adaptive filter pathwaysemanating from Fl. This transmissioneventmultiplies the
vector S by a matrix of adaptive weights, or LTM traces, to generatea net input vector T to
level F2. The internal competitive dynamics of F2 contrast-enhancevector T. Whereasmany
F2 nodes may receive inputs from FI, competition or lateral inhibition between F2 nodes
allows only a much smaller set of F2 nodes to store their activation in STM. A compressed
activity vector Y is thereby generatedacrossF2. In ART 1, the competition is tuned so that
the F2 node that receivesthe maximal FI -+ F2 input is selected. Only one component of
Y, the symbol of the category,is nonzero after this choicetakes place. Activation of such a
winner-take-all node definesthe category,or symbol, of the input pattern I. Sucha category
representsall the inputs I that maximally activate the correspondingnode. Sofar, these are
the rules of a self-organizingfeature map, also called competitive learning, self-organizing
feature maps, or learned vector quantization.
Figure 4
In a self-organizingfeature map, only the F2 nodes that win the competition and store
their activity in STM can influence the learning process. STM activity opens a learning
gate at the LTM traces that abut the winning nodes. TheseLTM traces can then approach,
or track, the input signals in their pathways, by a processcalled steepestdescent. This
learning law is thus often called gatedsteepestdescent,or instar learninQ. It was introduced
by Grossberginto neural network models in the 1960's(Grossberg,1969)and is the learning
law that was used to introduce ART (Grossberg, 1976). Such an LTM trace can either
increaseor decreaseto track the signals in its pathway. It is thus not a Hebbian associative
law. It has been used to model neurophysiologicaldata about hippocampal LTP (Levy,
1985; Levy and Desmond, 1985)and adaptive tuning of cortical feature detectors during the
visual critical period (Rauscheckerand Singer, 1979;Singer, 1983),lending support to ART
predictions that both systemswould employ sucha learning law (Grossberg, 1976).
Self-organizingfeature map models were introduced and computationally characterized
in Grossberg (1972, 1976, 1978b), Malsburg (1973), and Willshaw and Malsburg (1976).
These models were subsequentlyapplied and further developedby many authors (Amari
and Takeuchi, 1978; Bienenstock, Cooper, and Munro, 1982; Commons, Grossberg, and
Staddon, 1991; Grossberg,1982, 1987a,1987b;Grossberg,and Kuperstein, 1989; Kohonen,
1984; Linsker, 1986; Rumelhart and Zipser, 1985). They exhibit many useful properties,
especially if not too many input patterns, or clusters of input patterns, perturb level FI
relative to the number of categorizingnodesin level F2. It wasproved that under thesesparse
environmental conditions, categorylearning is stable; the LTM traces track the statistics of
the environment, are self-normalizing, and oscillate a minimum number of times; and the
classifier is Bayesian (Grossberg, 1976, 1978b). It was also proved, however, that under
arbitrary environmental conditions, learning becomesunstable. Such a model could forget
6

your parents' faces. Although a gradual switching off of plasticity can partially overcome this
problem, such a mechanism cannot work in a recognition learning system whose plasticity
is maintained throughout adulthood.

This memory instability is due to basic properties of associativelearning and lateral
inhibition. An analysis of this instability, together with data about categorization, conditioning, and attention, led to the introduction of ART models that stabilize the memory of
self-organizingfeature maps in responseto an arbitrary stream of input patterns (Grossberg,
1976).
4. Search, Attention, and Binding
In an ART model (Carpenter and Grossberg,1987a, 1992), learning does not occur as
soon as somewinning F2 activities are stored in STM. Instead activation of F2 nodes may
be interpreted as "making a hypothesis" about an input I. When Y is activated, it quickly
generatesan output vector U that is sent top-down through the secondadaptive filter. After
multiplication by the adaptive weight matrix of the top-down filter, a net vector V inputs
to FI (Figure 5b). Vector V plays the role of a learned top-down expectation. Activation
of V by Y may be interpreted as "testing the hypothesis" Y, or "reading out the category
prototype" V. The ART 1 network is designedto match the "expected prototype" V of the
category against the active input pattern, or exemplar, I. Nodes that are activated by I are
suppressedif they do not correspondto large LTM traces in the prototype pattern V. Thus
FI features that are not "expected" by V are suppressed.Expressedin a different way, the
matching processmay changethe FI activity pattern X by suppressingactivation of all the
feature detectors in I that are not "confirmed" by hypothesisY. The resultant pattern X*
encodesthe cluster of features in I that the network deems relevant to the hypothesis Y
based upon its past experience. Pattern X* encodesthe pattern of features to which the
network "pays attention."
If the expectation V is closeenoughto the input I, then a state of resonancedevelopsas
the attentional focus takes hold. The pattern X* of attended featuresreactivateshypothesis
Y which, in turn, reactivates X*. The network locks into a resonant state through the
mutual positive feedbackthat dynamically links X* with Y. In ART, the resonant state,
rather than bottom-up activation, drives the learning process. The resonant state persists
long enough, at a high enough activity level, to activate the slowerlearning process;hence
the term adaptive resonancetheory. ART systemslearn prototypes, rather than exemplars,
becausethe attended feature vector X*, rather than the input I itself, is learned. These
prototypes may, however,also be used to encodeindividual exemplars,as describedbelow.
5. 2/3 Rule Matching and Memory Stability
This attentive matching processis realized by combiningthree different types of inputs at
level FI (Figure 3): bottom-up inputs, top-down expectations, and attentional gain control
signals. The attentional gain control channel sendsthe samesignal to all FI nodes; it is a
"nonspecific", or modulatory, channel. Attentive matching obeysa 2/3 Rule (Carpenter and
Grossberg,1987a): an FI node can be fully activated only if two of the three input sources
that convergeupon it send positive signals at a given time.
The 2/3 Rule allows an ART systemto react to bottom-up inputs, since an input directly
activates its target FI features and indirectly activates them via the nonspecificgain control
channel to satisfy the 2/3 Rule (Figure 4a). After the input instates itself at FI, leading to
selection of a hypothesis Y and a top-down prototype V, the 2/3 Rule ensuresthat only
those FI nodes that are confirmed by the top-down prototype can be attended at FI after
an F2 category is selected.
The 2/3 Rule, first and foremost, enablesan ART network to realize a self-stabilizing
learning process. Carpenter and Grossberg (1987a)proved that ART learning and memory
7

are stable in arbitrary environments, but become unstable when 2/3 Rule matching is eliminated. Thus a type of matching that guarantees stable learning also enables the network to
pay attention.

6. Vigilance, Memory Search, and Category Generalization
.The
criterion of an acceptable2/3 Rule match is defined by a parameter p called vigzlance (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987a, 1992). The vigilance parameter is computed in
the orienting subsystemA. Vigilance weighs how similar an input exemplar must be to a
top-down prototype in order for resonanceto occur. Resonanceoccurs if pili-IX * I .$O. This
inequality says that the FI attentional focus X* inhibits A more than the input I excites it.
If A remains quiet, then an FI +-to
F2 resonancecan develop.
Vigilance calibrates how much novelty the system can tolerate before activating A and
searchingfor a different category. If the top-down expectation and the bottom-up input are
too different to satisfy the resonancecriterion, then hypothesis testing, or memory search,
is triggered. Memory searchleads to selectionof a better category at level F2 with which to
representthe input features at levelFl' During search,the orienting subsysteminteracts with
the attentional subsystem,as in Figures 4c and 4d, to rapidly reset mismatched categories
and to select other F2 representations with which to learn about novel events, without
risking unselectiveforgetting of previous knowledge. Searchmay selecta familiar category if
its prototype is similar enoughto the input to satisfy the vigilance criterion. The prototype
may then be refined by 2/3 Rule attentional focussing. If the input is too different from any
previously learned prototype, then an uncommitted population of F2 cells is selected and
learning of a new categoryis initiated.
Becausevigilance can vary acrosslearning trials, recognition categoriescapable of encoding widely differing degreesof generalization or abstraction can be learned by a single
ART system. Low vigilance leads to broad generalizationand abstract prototypes. In a
winner-take-all ART classifier,a low vigilance categoryis still representedby a winner-takeall choice, or symbol, but it can representa large "fuzzy" set of input exemplars. In contrast,
a category chosenunder high vigilance is still a "symbol", but high vigilance leads to narrow
generalization and to prototypes that representfewer input exemplars, even a single exemplar. The vigilance parameter herebypermits a reconciliation to be made betweensymbolic
and fuzzy representations.Thus a single ART systemmay be used,say,to recognizeabstract
categoriesof facesand dogs, as well as individual facesand dogs. A single system can learn
both, as the need arises,by increasingvigilance just enoughto activate A if a previous categorization leadsto a predictive error t Carpenterand Grossberg,1992;Carpenter, Grossberg,
and Reynolds, 1991; Carpenter, Grossberg,Markuzon, Reynolds, and Rosen, 1992). ART
systems hereby provide a new answerto whether the brain learns prototypes or exemplars.
Various authors have realized that neither one nor the other alternative is satisfactory, and
that a hybrid systemis needed(Smith, 1990). ART systemscan perform this hybrid function
in a manner that is sensitive to environmental demands,including cultural conventions.
7. Memory Consolidation, Direct Access, and Neurobiological Correlates
As inputs are practiced over learning trials, the search process eventually converges
upon stable categories. The process whereby searchis automatically disengagedmay be
interpreted as a form of memory consolidation. Inputs familiar to the network accesstheir
correct category directly, without the need for search. The category selected is the one
whose prototype provides the globally best match to the input pattern. If both familiar
and unfamiliar events are experienced, familiar inputs can directly activate their learned
categories,while unfamiliar inputs continue to trigger adaptive memory searchesfor better
cate&ories,until the network's memory capacity is fully utilized (Carpenter and Grossberg,
1991).
8

8. The ARTMAP

System

The main elements of a supervised ARTMAP system are shown in Figure 5. Two
ART modules, ART a and ART b, read vector inputs a and b. If ART a and ART b were
disconnected, each module would self-organize category groupings for the separate input
sets. In the first application described below, ARTa and ARTb are ART 1 modules coding
binary input vectors. ARTa and ARTb are here connected by an inter-ART module that in
many ways resembles ART 1. This inter-ART module includes a Map Field that controls
the learning of an associative map from ART a recognition categories to ART b recognition
categories. This map does not directly associate exemplars a and b, but rather associates
the compressed and symbolic representations of families of exemplars a and b. The Map
Field also controls match tracking of the ART a vigilance parameter. A mismatch at the Map
Field between the ART a category activated by an input a and the ART b category activated
by the input b increases ART a vigilance by the minimum amount needed for the system
to search for and, if necessary, learn a new ART a category whose prediction matches the
ARTb category. The search init,iated by inter-ART reset c~ sh!ft attention to a novel cl,!s.ter
of visual features that can be Incorporated through learmng Into a new ART a recogmtlon
category, which can then be linked to a new ART prediction via associative learning at the

Map Field.
Figure 5
9. A Binary ARTMAP

Benchmark Study: Distinguishing

Edible and Poisonous

Mushrooms
The ARTMAP systemwas first tested on a benchmarkmachine learning databasethat
partitions a set of vectors a into two classes.Each vector a characterizesobservablefeatures
of a mushroom as a binary vector, and each mushroom is classifiedas edible or poisonous
(Schlimmer, 1987a). The database representsthe 11 speciesof genus A,p;aricusand the
12 speciesof the genus Lepiota described in The Audubon Society FIeld Guide to
North American Mushrooms (Lincoff, 1981). These two generaconstitute most of the
mushroomsdescribed in the Field Guide from the familiy Agaricaceae(order Agaricales,
class Hymenomycetes,subdivision Basidiomycetes,division Eumycota). All the mushrooms
representedin the databaseare similar to one another: "These mushrooms are placed in
a single family on the basis of a correlation of characteristics that include microscopic and
chemical features..." (Lincoff, 1981,p. 500). The Field Guide warns that poisonousand
edible speciescan be difficult to distinguish on the basis of their observablefeatures. For
example,the poisonousspeciesAgaricus californicusis describedas a "dead ringer" (Lincoff,
1981,p. 504) for the MeadowMushroom, Agaricus campestris,that "may be known better
and gathered more than any other wild mushroomin North America" (Lincoff, 1981,p. 505).
This database thus provides a test of how ARTMAP and other machine learning systems
distinguish rare but important events from frequently occurring collections of similar events
that lead to different consequences.
The databaseof 8124exemplarsdescribeseachof 22 observablefeatures of a mushroom,
along with its classificationas poisonous(48.2%) or edible (51.8%). The 8124 "hypothetical
examples" representrangesof characteristicswithin eachspecies;for example, both Agaricus
californicus and Agaricus campestrisare describedas having a "white to brownish cap," so
in the database each specieshas correspondingsets of exemplar vectors representing their
range of cap colors. There are 126 different values of the 22 different observablefeatures.
For example, the observablefeature of "cap-shape" has six possible values. Consequently,
the vector inputs to ART a are 126-elementbinary vectors, eachvector having 22 1's and 104
O's,to denote the values of an exemplar's 22 observablefeatures. The ARTb input vectors
are (1,0) for poisonousexemplarsand (0,1) for edible exemplars.

9.1. Performance
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The ARTMAP systemlearnedto classify test vectors rapidly and accurately,and system
performance comparesfavorably with results of other machine learning algorithms applied
to the same database. The STAGGER algorithm reachedits maximum performance level
of 95% accuracyafter exposureto 1000training inputs (Schlimmer, 1987b). The HILLARY
algorithm achievedsimilar results (Iba, Wogulis, and Langley, 1988). The ARTMAP system
consistentlyachievedover 99% accuracywith 1000exemplars,evencounting "I don't know"
responsesas errors. Accuracy of 95% was usually achieved with on-line training on 300400 exemplars and with off-line training on 100-200 exemplars. In this sense,ARTMAP
was an order of magnitude more efficient than the alternative systems. In addition, with
continued training, ARTMAP predictive accuracyalways improved to 100%. These results
are elaborated below.
Almost every ARTMAP simulation was completed in under 2 minutes on an IRIS 4D
computer, with total time ranging from about 1 minute for small training sets to 2 minutes
for large training sets. This is comparableto 2-5 minutes on a SUN 4 computer. Eachtimed
simulation included a total of 8124training and test samples,run on a time-sharing system
with non-optimized code. Each 1-2 minute computation included data read-in and read-out,
training, testing, and calculation of multiple simulation indices.
9.2. On-line learning
On-line learning imitates the conditions of a human or machine operating in a natural
environment. An input a arrives, possibly leading to a prediction. If made, the prediction
mayor may not be confirmed. Learning ensues,dependingon the accuracyof the prediction.
Information about past inputs is available only through the present state of the system.
Simulations of on-line learning by the ARTMAP systemuse eachsample pair (a, b) as both
a test item and a training item. Input a first makesa prediction that is compared with b.
Learning follows as dictated by the internal rules of the ARTMAP architecture.
Four types of on-line simulations were carried out, using two different baselinesettings of
the ART a vigilance parameterpa: P-;= 0 (forcedchoicecondition) and P-;= 0.7 (conservative
condition); and using sample replacementor no sample replacement. With sample replacement, anyone of the 8124input sampleswas selectedat random for eachinput presentation.
A given sample might thus be repeatedly encounteredwhile others were still unused. With
no sample replacement, a sample was removed from the input pool after it was first encountered. The replacementcondition had the advantagethat repeated encounterstended
to boost predictive accuracy. The no-replacementcondition had the advantage of having
learned from a somewhatlarger set of inputs at each point in the simulation. The replacement and no-replacementconditions had similar performanceindices, all other things being
equal. Each of the 4 conditions was run on 10 independentsimulations. With P-; = 0, the
systemmade a prediction in responseto every input. Setting p-; = 0.7 increasedthe number
of "I don't know" responses,increasedthe number of ART a categories,and decreasedthe
rate of incorrect predictions to nearly 0%, even early in training. The ~ = 0.7 condition
generally outperformed the p-; = 0 condition, even when incorrect predictions and "I don't
know" responseswere both counted as errors. The primary exceptionoccurred very early in
training, when a conservativesystemgives the large majority of its no-prediction responses.
Table 2
Results are summarized in Table 2. Each entry gives the number of correct predictions
overthe previous 100trials (input presentations),averagedover 10 simulations. For example,
with p; = 0 in the no-replacementcondition, the systemmade, on the average,94.9 correct
predictions and 5.1 incorrect predictions on trials 201-300. In all casesa 95% correctprediction rate was achievedbefore trial 400. With p; = 0, a consistent correct-prediction
rate of over 99% was achievedby trial 1400,while with pa = 0.7 the 99% consistentcorrectprediction rate was achievedearlier, by trial 800. Each simulation was continued for 8100
trials. In all four cases,the minimum correct-predictionrate alwaysexceeeded99.5%by trial
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1800and alwaysexceeded99.8%by trial 2800. In all cases,acrossthe total of 40 simulations
summarized in Table 2, 100%correct prediction was achievedon the last 1300trials of each
run.
Note the relatively low correct-prediction rate for p;i"= 0.7 on the first 100 trials. In the
conservativemode, a large number of inputs initially make no prediction. With p;i"= 0.7
an averagetotal of only 2 incorrect predictions were made on each run of 8100 trials. Note
too that Table 2 underestimatesprediction accuracy at any given time, since performance
almost always improvesduring the 100 trials over which errors are tabulated.
9.3. Off-line learning
In off-line learning, a fixed training set is repeatedly presentedto the systemuntil 100%
accuracyis achievedon that set. For training sets ranging in size from 1 to 4000 samples,
100% accuracywas almost always achievedafter one or two presentations of each training
set. System performance was then measured on the test set, which consisted of all 8124
samplesnot included in the training set. During testing no further learning occurred.
The role of repeatedtraining set presentationswas examined by comparing simulations
that used the 100%training set accuracy criterion with simulations that used only a single
presentation of each input during training. With only a few exceptions, performance was
similar. In fact for p;i"= 0.7, and for small training sets with p;i"= 0, 100% training-set
accuracywas achievedwith single input presentations,so results were identical. Performance
differenceswere greatestfor p;i"= 0 simulations with mid-sizedtraining sets (60-500 samples),
when 2-3 training set presentationstended to add a few more ART a learned categorynodes.
Thus, even a single presentation of training-then-testing inputs, carried out on-line, can be
made to work almost as well as off-line training that uses repeated presentations of the
training set. This is an important benefit of fast learning controlled by a match tracked
search.
9.4. Off-line forced-choice learning
The simulations summarized in Table 3 illustrate off-line learning with p;i"= o. In this
forced choice case,each ART a input led to a prediction of poisonousor edible. The number
of test set errors with small training sets was relatively large, due to the forced choice.
Table 3 summarizesthe averageresults over 10 simulations at each size training set. For
example, with very small, 5-sampletraining sets, the system established between1 and 5
ART a categories,and averaged73.1%correct responseson the remaining 8119 test patterns.
Successrates ranged from chance (51.8%, 1 category) in one instance where all 5 training
set exemplars happenedto be edible, to surprisingly good (94.2%, 2 categories). The range
of successrates for fast-learn training on very small training sets illustrates the statistical
nature of the learning process. Intelligent sampling of the training set or, as here, good
luck in the selectionof representativesamples,can dramatically alter early successrates. In
addition, the evolution of internal category memory structure, representedby a set of ART a
category nodes and their top-down learned expectations, is influenced by the selection of
early exemplars. Nevertheless,despite the individual nature of learning rates and internal
representations,all.the systemseventually convergeto 100%accuracy on test set exemplars
using only (approximately) 1/600 as many ART a categoriesas there are inputs to classify.
Table 3
With 1000-sampletraining sets, 3 out of 10 simulations achieved 100%prediction accuracy on the 7124-sampletest set. With 2000-sampletraining sets, 8 out of 10 simulations
achieved 100% accuracy on the 6124-sampletest sets. With 4000-sampletraining sets, all
simulations achieved100%accuracyon the 4124-sampletest sets. In all, 21 of the 30 simulations with training sets of 1000,2000, and 4000 samplesachieved 100% accuracy on test
sets. The number of categoriesestablishedduring these 21 simulations ranged from 10 to
22, again indicating the variety of paths leading to 100%correct prediction rate.
9.5. Off-line conservative learning
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As in the caseof poisonousmushroomidentification, it may be important for a system
to be able to respond "I don't know" to a novel input, even if the total number of correct
classificationsthereby decreasesearly in learning. For higher values of the baselinevigilance
pa, the ARTMAP system creates more ART a categoriesduring learning and becomesless
able to generalizefrom prior experiencethan whenp; equalsO. During testing, a conservative
coding systemwith p; = 0.7 makesno prediction in responseto inputs that are too novel, and
thus initially has a lower proportion of correct responses.However,the number of incorrect
responsesis always low with p; = 0.7, even with very few training samples, and the 99%
correct-responserate is achievedfor both forced choice (pa = 0) and conservative(p; = 0.7)
systemswith training sets smaller than 1000exemplars.
Table 4
Table 4 summarizessimulation results that repeat the conditions of Table 3 except that
pa = 0.7. Here, a test input that does not make a 70% match with any learned expectation
makes an "I don't know" prediction. Compared with the pa = 0 case of Table 3, Table 4
showsthat larger training sets are required to achievea correct-prediction rate of over 95%.
However,becauseof the option to makeno prediction, the averagetest set error rate is almost
alwaysless than 1%, even when the training set is very small, and is lessthan .1% after only
500 training trials. Moreover, 100%accuracyis achievedusing only (approximately) 1/130
as many ART a categoriesas there are inputs to classify.
This benchmark study illustrates the stability, speed, and accuracy of ARTMAP on a
binary data base. Many applications require classification of analog data bases. One way
to achievethis using ARTMAP systemsis to notice a close connection betweenthe binary
operations of ART 1 and the analogoperations of fuzzy logic.
10. A Connection between ART Systems and Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy ART is a generalizationof ART 1 that incorporates operations from fuzzy logic
(Carpenter, Grossberg,and Rosen,1991). Although ART 1 can learn to classify only binary
input patterns, Fuzzy ART can learn to classify both analog and binary input patterns.
Moreover, Fuzzy ART reducesto ART 1 in responseto binary input patterns. As shown in
Figure 6, the generalizationto learning both analog and binary input patterns is achieved
by replacing appearancesof the intersection operator (n) in ART 1 by the MIN operator (A)
of fuzzy set theory. The MIN operator reducesto the intersection operator in the binary
case. Of particular interest is the fact that, as parameter a approaches0, the function Tj
which controls categorychoicethrough the bottom-up filter reducesto the operation of fuzzy
subsethood(Kosko, 1986). Tj then measuresthe degreeto which the adaptive weight vector
w j is a fuzzy subsetof the input vector I.
Figure 6
In Fuzzy ART, as in ARTMAP (seeFigure 5), input vectors are normalized at a preprocessingstage (Figure 7). This normalization procedure,called complementcoding, leads to
a symmetric theory in which the MIN operator (/\) and the MAX operator (v) of fuzzy set
theory (Zadeh, 1965) play complementaryroles. The categoriesformed by Fuzzy ART are
then hyper-rectangles.Figure 8 illustrates how MIN and MAX define theserectanglesin the
2-dimensionalcase. The MIN and MAX valuesdefine the acceptablerange of feature variation in each dimension. Complementcoding useson-cells (with activity a in Figure 7) and
off-cells (with activity ac in Figure 7) to representthe input pattern, and preservesindividual
feature amplitudes while normalizing the total on-celljoff-cell vector. The on-cell portion
of a prototype encodesfeatures that are critically present in category exemplars, while the
off-cell portion encodesfeatures that are critically absent. Each category is then defined by
an interval of expectedvaluesfor eachinput feature. For instance, Fuzzy ART would encode
the feature of "hair on head" by a wide interval ([A, 1]) for the category "man", whereas
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the feature "hat on head" would be encodedby a wid~ interval (rO,B)). On the other hand,
the category "dog" would be encodedby two narrow Intervals, [0, 1] tor hair and [0, D) for
hat, correspondingto narrower rangesof expectations for these two features.
Figure 7
Learning in Fuzzy ART is stable becauseall adaptive weights can only decreasein time.
Decreasingweights correspond to increasing sizes of category "boxes". Smaller vigilance
values lead to larger category boxes. Learning stops when the input space is covered by
boxes. The use of complementcoding works with the property of increasing box size to
prevent a proliferation of categories. With fast learning, constant vigilance, and a finite
input set of arbitrary size and composition, learning stabilizes after just one presentation
of each input pattern (Carpenter, Grossberg,and Rosen,1991). A fast-commit slow-recode
option combines fast learning with a forgetting rule that buffers system memory against
noise. Using this option, rare eventscan be rapidly learned, yet previously learned memories
are not rapidly erased in responseto statistically unreliable input fluctuations. When the
supervisedlearning of Fuzzy ARTMAP controls category formation, a predictive error can
force the creation of new categoriesthat could not otherwise be learned due to monotone
increase in category size through time in the unsupervisedcase. Supervision permits the
creation of complex categoricalstructures without a loss of stability.
Figure 8
11. Two Analog
nition

ARTMAP

Benchmark

Studies:

Letter and Written

Digit

Recog-

As summarized in Table 1, FUzzyARTMAP has been benchmarked against a variety
of machine learning, neural network, and genetic algorithms with considerablesuccess.An
illustrative study used a benchmark machine learning task that Frey and Slate (1991) developed and described as a "difficult categorization problem" (p. 161). The task requires
a system to identify an input exemplar as one of 26 capital letters A-Z. The databasewas
derived from 20,000unique black-and-white pixel images. The difficulty of the task is due
to the wide variety of letter types represented: the twenty "fonts represent five different
stroke styles (simplex, duplex, complex, and Gothic) and six different letter styles (block,
script, italic, English, Italian, and German)" (p. 162). In addition eachimage was randomly
distorted, leaving many of the characters misshapen(Figure 9). Sixteen numerical feature
attributes were then obtained from eachcharacterimage, and eachattribute value was scaled
to a range of 0 to 15. The resulting Letter Image Recognition file is archived in the UCI
Repository of Machine Learnin~ Databasesand Domain Theories, maintained by David Aha
and Patrick Murphy (ml_reposltory@ics.uci.edu).
Frey and Slate used this databaseto test performance of a family of classifiers based
on Holland's genetic algorithms (Holland, 1980). The training set consisted of 16,000exemplars, with the remaining 4,000 exemplarsused for testing. Genetic algorithm classifiers
having different input representations,weight update and rule creation schemes,and system parameters were systematically compared. Training was carried out for 5 epochs,plus
a sixth "verification" pass during which no new rules were created but a large number of
unsatisfactory rules were discarded. In Frey and Slate's comp.arativestudy, these systems
had correct prediction rates that ranged from 24.5% to 80.8% on the 4,000-item test set.
The best performance (80.8%)was obtained using an integer input representation,a reward
sharing weight update, an exemplar method of rule creation, and a parameter setting that
allowed an unused or erroneousrule to stay in the system for a long time before being
discarded. After training, the optimal case, that had 80.8%performance rate, ended with
1,302rules and 8 attributes per rule, plus over 35,000more rules that were discarded during
verification. (For purposesof comparison,a rule is somewhatanalogousto an ART a category in ARTMAP, and the number of attributes per rule is analogousto the size of ARTa
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category weight vectors.) Building on the results of their comparative study, Frey and Slate
investigated two types of alternative algorithms, namely an accuracy-utility bidding system,
that had slightly improved performance (81.6%) in the best case;and an exemplar/hybrid
rule creation schemethat further improved performance,to a maximum of 82.7%, but that
required the creation of over 100,000rules prior to the verification step.
Figure 9
Fuzzy ARTMAP had an error rate on the letter recognition task that was consistentlyless
than one third that of the three best Frey-Slategenetic algorithm classifiersdescribedabove.
In particular, after 1 to 5 epochs,individual FuzzyARTMAP systemshad a robust prediction
rate of 90% to 94% on the 4,000-itemtest set. A voting strategyconsistently improved this
performance. This voting strategy is based on the observation that ARTMAP fast learning
typically leadsto different adaptive weightsand recognition categoriesfor different orderings
of a given training set, even when overall predictive accuracy of all simulations is similar.
The different category structures cause the set of test items where errors occur to vary
from one simulation to the next. The voting strategy uses an ARTMAP system that is
trained severaltimes on input sets with different orderings. The final prediction for a given
test set item is the one made by the largest number of simulations. Since the set of items
making erroneouspredictions varies from one simulation to the next, voting cancels many
of the errors. Such a voting strategy can also be used to assign confidenceestimates to
competing predictions given small, noisy, or incomplete training sets. Voting .consistently
eliminated 25%-43% of the errors, giving a robust prediction rate of 92%-96%. Moreover
Fuzzy ARTMAP simulations eachcreated fewer than 1,070 ARTa categories,compared to
the 1,040-1,302final rules of the three genetic classifierswith the best performance rates.
Most Fuzzy ARTMAP learning occurred on the first epoch, with test set performance on
systemstrained for one epoch typically over 97% that of systemsexposedto inputs for five
epochs.
Rapid learning was also found in a benchmark study of written digit recognition, where
the correct prediction rate on the test set after one epoch reached over 99% of its best
performance (Carpenter, Grossberg,and Iizuka, 1992). In this study, Fuzzy ARTMAP was
tested along with back propagation and a self-organizIngfeature map. Voting yielded Fuzzy
ARTMAP averageperformancerates on the test set of 97.4%after an averagenumber of 4.6
training epochs. Back propagation achievedits best averageperformancerates of 96% after
100 training epochs. Self-organizingfeature maps achieveda best level of 96.5%, again after
many training epochs.
In summary, on a variety of benchmarks (see also Table 1, Carpenter, Grossberg,and
Reynolds, 1991, and Carpenter, Grossberg,Markuzon, Reynolds, and Rosen, 1992), Fuzzy
ARTMAP has demonstrated either much faster learning, better performance, or both, than
alternative machine learning, genetic, or neural network algorithms. Perhaps more importantly, Fuzzy ARTMAP can be used in an important classof applications where many other
adaptive pattern recognition algorithms cannot perform well (see Section 2). These are the
applications where very large nonstationary databasesneed to be rapidly organized into
stable variable-compressioncategoriesunder real-time autonomouslearning conditions.
12. Concluding Remarks
Fuzzy ARTMAP is one of a rapidly growing family of attentive self-organizing learning
hypothesis testing, and prediction systems that have evolved from the biological theory of
cognitive information processing of which ART forms an important part (Carpenter and

Grossberg, 1991, 1993; Grossberg,1982, 1987a, 1987b, 1988). At the present time, unsupervised ART modules are being used in such diverse applications as the control of mobile
robots, learning and search of airplane part inventories, medical diagnosis, 3-D visual object recognition, music recognition, seismic recognition, sonar recognition, and laser radar
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recognition (Baloch and Waxman, 1991; Caudell, Smith, Johnson, Wunsch, and Escobedo,
1991; Gjerdingen, 1990; Goodman, Karburlasos, Egbert, Carpenter, Grossberg, Reynolds,
Hammermeister, Marshall, and Grover, 1992; Seibert and Waxman, 1991). These applications benefit from the ability of ART systemsto rapidly learn to classify large data basesin
a stable fashion, to calibrate their confidencein a classification, and to focus attention upon
those featural groupings that they deemto be important based upon their past experience.
We anticipate that the growing family of supervisedARTMAP systems will find an even
broader range of applications due to their ability to adapt the number, shape, and scale of
their category boundaries, and to self-organizetransparent if-then rules, as they adapt to
the on-line demandsof large nonstationary data bases.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Many-to-one learning combines categorization of many exemplars into one category, and labelling of many categories with the same name.
Figure 2. One-to-many learning enables one input vector to be associated with many output
vectors. .If ~he system .predicts an output that is disconfirmed at a given stage of learning,
the predIctIve error drIves a memory search for a new category to associate with the new
prediction, without degrading its previous knowledge about the input vector.
Figure 8. Interactions between the attentional and orienting subsystems of an adaptive
resonance theory (ART) circuit: Level FI encodes a distributed representation of an event
to be recognized via a short-term memory (STM) activation pattern across a network of
feature detectors. Level F2 encodes the event to be recognized using a more compressed STM
representation of the FI pattern. Learning of these recognition codes takes place at the longterm memory (LTM) traces within the bottom-up and top-down pathways between levels
FI and F2. The top-down pathways can read-out learned expectations whose prototypes
are matched against bottom-up input patterns at Fl' Mismatches in response to novel
events activate the orientation subsystem A, thereby resetting the recognition codes that
are active in STM at F2 and initiating a memory search for a more appropriate recognition
code. Output from subsystem A can also trigger an orienting response. (a) Block diagram of
circuit. (b) Individual pathways of circuit, including the input level Fo that generates inputs
to level Fl' The gain control input to level FI helps to instantiate the 2/3 Rule (see text).
Gain control to level F2 is needed to instate a category in STM.
Figure 4. ART search for an F2 recognition code: (a) The input pattern I generates the
specific STM activity pattern X at F I as it nonspecifically activates the orienting subsystem
A. X is represented by the hatched pattern across Fl' Pattern X both inhibits A and
generates the output pattern S. Pattern S is transformed by the LTM traces into the input
pattern T, which activates the STM pattern Y across F2. (b) Pattern Y generates the topdown output pattern U which is transformed into the prototype pattern V. If V mismatches
I at FI, then a new STM activity pattern X* is generated at Fl' X* is represented by the
hatched pattern. Inactive nodes corresponding to X are unhatched. The reduction in total
STM activity which occurs when X is transformed into X* causes a decrease in the total
inhibition from FI to A. (c) If the vigilance criterion fails to be met, A releases a nonspecific
arousal wave to F2, which resets the STM pattern Y at F2. (d) After Y is inhibited, its topdown prototype signal is eliminated, and X can be reinstated at Fl' Enduring traces of the
prior reset lead X to activate a different STM pattern y* at F2. If the top-down prototype
due to y* also mismatches I at FI, then the search for an appropriate F2 code continues
until a more appropriate F2 representation is selected. Then an attentive resonance develops
and learning of the attended data is initiated.
Figure 5. Fuzzy ARTMAP architecture. The ART a complement coding preprocessor
transforms the input vector a into the vector A = (a, aC) at the ART a field Fo, where
aC= (1, 1, ..., 1)-a. A is the input vector to the ART a field Ff. Similarly, the input to F{ is
the vector (b,bC). When a prediction by ARTa is disconfirmed at ARTb, inhibition of map
field activation induces the match tracking process. Match tracking raises the ART a vigilance pa to just above the Fi to Fo match ratio Ixal/IAI, between the number Ixal of active
F{ nodes and the number IAI of active input features. This triggers an ART a search which
leads to activation of either an ART a category that correctly predicts b or to a previously
uncommitted ART a category node.
Figure 6. Comparison of ART 1 and Fuzzy ART.
Figure 7. Complement coding uses on-cell and off-cell pairs to normalize input vectors.
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Figure 8. Fuzzy AND (or MIN) and Fuzzy OR (or MAX) operations generate category
hyper-rectangles.
Figure 9. Illustrative letter fonts used by Frey and Slate (1991).
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TABLE CAPTIONS
Table 1. Some machine learning benchmark studies (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Reynolds,
1991; Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds, and Rosen, 1992) which compare the
performance of supervised ART, or ARTMAP, models with that of alternative models. These
benchmarks describe how well these systems predict test sets when they experience equivalent
training sets (as in benchmarks 1-4) and the number of epochs, or repetitions of the training
set, that are needed to reach the same level of accuracy (benchmark 5).

Table 2. On-line learning and performance in forced choice (p-; = 0) or conservative (p-; =
0.7) cases,with replacementor no replacementof samplesafter training.
Table 3. Off-line forced choice (7J;= 0) ARTMAP system performance after training on
input sets ranging in size from 3 to 4000 exemplars. Each line shows average correct and
incorrect test set predictions over 10 independent simulations, plus the range of learned
ART a category numbers.
Table 4. Off-line conservative (~ = 0.7) ARTMAP system performance after training
on input sets ranging in size from 3 to 4000 exemplars. Each line shows averagecorrect,
incorrect, and no-responsetest set predictions over 10 independent simulations, plus the
range of learned ARTa categorynumbers.
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4.

Logistic regression
Additive model
Bayesian assignment
Cluster analysis

Expert panel-derived

sickness

scores

2. Mushroom database
Decision trees

90-95% correct

ARTMAP
3. Letter recognition

database

Genetic algorithm

82% correct

Fuzzy ARTMAP ( 96% correct
Circle-in-the-Square

task

Back propagation

90% correct

Fuzzy ARTMAP ( 99.5%. correct

5. Two-Spiral task
Back propagation
Fuzzy ARTMAP

10,000 -20,000

training

( 1-5 training epochs

Table

1

epochs)

TA.BLE 2: On-Line Learning.

Average number of correct predictions

on previous 100 trials

p;=o

Pa"= 0

~=O.7

p;

Trial

no replace

replace

no replace

replace

100

82.9

81.9

66.4

67.3

200

89.8

89.6

87.8

87.4

300

94.9

92.6

94.1

93.2

400

95.7

95.9

96.8

95.8

500

97.8

97.1

97.5

97.8

600

98.4

98.2

98.1

98.2

700

97.7

97.9

98.1

99.0

800

98.1

97.7

99.0

99.0

900

98.3

98.6

99.2

99.0

1000

98.9

98.5

99.4

99.0

1100

98.7

98.9

99.2

99.7

1200

99.6

99.1

99.5

99.5

1300

99.3

98.8

99.8

99.8

1400

99.7

99.4

99.5

99.8

1500

99.5

99~O

99.1

99.6

1600

99.4

99.6

99.7

99.8

1700

98.9

99.3

99;8

99..8

1800

99.5

99.2

99.8

99.9

1900

99.8

99.9

99.9

99.9

2000

99.8

99.8

99.8

99.8

Table 2

0.7

TABLE 3: Off-Line Forced-Choice Learning

Training

Average

Average

Number

Set Size

% Correct

% Incorrect

of 'ART

(Test Set)

(Test Set)

Categories

3

65.8

34.2

1-3

5

73.1

26.9

1-5

15

81.6

18.4

2-4

30

87.6

12.4

4-6

60

89.4

10.6

4-10

125

95.6

4.4

5-14

250

97.8

2.2

8-14

500

98.4

1.6

9-22

1000

'99.8

0.2

7-18

2000

99.96

4000

100

Table 3

0.04

10-1-6

a

11-22

a

TABLE 4: Off-Line Conservative Learning

Training

.Average %

Average

Set Size

Correct
(Test Set)

%

%

Number

Incorrect

No-Response

of ARTa

(Test Set)

(Test Set)

Categories

Average

3

25.6

0.6

73.8

2-3

5

41.1

0.4

58.5

3-5

15

57.6

1.1

41.3

8-10

30

62.3

0.9

36.8

14-18

60

78.5

0.8

20.8

21-27

125

83.1

0.7

16.1

33-37

250

92.7

0.3

7.0

42-51

500

97.7

0.1

2.1

48-64

1000

99.4

0.04

0.5

53-66

2000

100.0

0.00

0.05

54-69

4000

100.0

0.00

O.Q2

61-73

Table 4

